
 

ORANGE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL @ FLUVANNA HIGH SCHOOL 

PERCUSSION/WINDS CLINIC 

 
 

LOCATION:  Fluvanna High School 

ADDRESS:  1918 Thomas Jefferson Pkwy, Palmyra, VA  22963 

POC/EMAIL/PHONE:  Tommy Doss/tdoss@ocss-va.org/703-220-4119 
 

TRAVEL OUTSIDE DURING MIGRATION:  Color Guard – No           
 

GYM PERFORMANCE AREA:  approx. 70’ X 90’ 

GYM ENTRY DOOR WIDTH:  approx. 6’5”  

GYM EXIT DOOR WIDTH:  approx. 6’5”  

EQUIPMENT PROP STAGING AND/OR STOWING:  Main hallway near concessions 

                                   
 

                           

    

APPROXIMATE CEILING HEIGHT:  30’ 

TIMING LINE:  Horizontal Back to Front 
 

Double wide Entry/Exit Doors 

to/from the gym 

mailto:Doss/tdoss@ocss-va.org/703-220-4119


          
 

      
    

                                                               

WARM UP A:  Stage  

SEPARATE ENTRANCE AND EXIT:  Yes 

EQUIPMENT WARM UP MEASUREMENTS:  42’ X 50’ 

OBSTRUCTIONS:  One Enter/Exit Door 

DISTANCE TO PRFORMANCE AREA:  Approx 500’ 

SOUND CARRY TO PERFORMANCE AREA:  No 

 

 

Warm up A enter/exit 

and hallway to gym.  

You will walk by floor 

and prop stow. 



 

 
 

   

Floor folding in Aux gym 

just off the main gym.   

Door D-4 is the Aux Gym.  

You can exit this door, follow 

the path below and load 

your floor/equipment in 

your vehicle(s). 



        
 

 
 

 

 



Percussion/Winds Indoor Flow 
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Classrooms = 

Unit Holding 

* Unit Holding in the classrooms.   

* Percussion is a clinic format so one warmup area is 

sufficient.  The Stage is percussion warm up and there is one 

enter/exit door. 

Eqm, Flr, and Prop Stow can be in the main corridor against 

the wall which you will pass as you make your way to the gym. 

* Floor Folding is across from the gym with an exit directly 

outside for loading in school vehicles. 



Outside Map 

 

Unit Check In 

Equipment 

Truck 

Parking 
Floor Folding Exit 



 

Orange County @ Fluvanna High School 

Percussion/Winds Competition Area 
 

All AIA contest sites must have a minimum of 70’ x 100’ of gym area to accommodate a five (5) foot “safety 

zone” from spectator seating.  If no spectators are seated on the left or right sides of the gym area, then the 

“safety zone” will be eliminated on the left and right sides of the competition area and can extend to the 

maximum of 78’ x 106’. 
 

The “competition area” at this event will measure approximately 70’ x 90’.  All performing groups must be 

prepared to perform within that area.  Floor tarps may not extend into the “safety zones” per rules found in 

the Winterguard International Adjudication Manual and Rulebook.  

BACKSIDE SEATING 

 

SPECTATOR SEATING 
 

5 FOOT SAFETY ZONE 

5 FOOT SAFETY ZONE 

   PERCUSSION/WINDS 

ENTRANCE 

 PERCUSSION/WINDS 

EXIT     → 

90 FEET 

7
0

 FEET 
HORIZONTAL TIMING LINE 



Percussion Clinic Format 

The performing unit will have a 20 minute clinic session.  This time will include set up, performance, verbal critique, 

and then you can spend the rest of your clinic time doing another run or run through whatever you’d like to run 

through based on verbal feedback. 

The clinician will also provide critique recordings through the AIA tablet which is pushed to you via Competition Suite. 

While the unit is setting up to perform their show, the T&P Judge will brief the staff on the clinic’s format.  The unit’s 

staff can sit with the clinician during the performance if they’d like to.  The clinician will be providing critique on tape 

or with the tablet. 

The T&P Judge will give the unit the go ahead to perform and the unit will perform their show.  

Once the performance is complete, the performers can remain on the floor.  No need to try and remove the floor or 

equipment.  The clinician will come down out of the bleachers and talk with the staff and performers.  The clinician 

can work with the performers/staff on how to make improvements and then the staff can determine whether to run 

the full show again or just run parts of the show. 

When there is five (5) minutes remaining, the T&P Judge will give a warning so the performers/staff know they need 

to wrap things up and exit the performance area for the next unit. 

There will be no further critique required as the critique is “live”, no penalties will be assessed, and awards are not 

given. 

 

 


